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etude/coda  

I have come to be with you and I have brought you days instead of flowers. a 

field with no path. cloud stretched across blue sky. hints of clearing in each. air 

with would-be warmth. devotion to movement. fear of it.  trees and leaves wet 

with autumnal smoke flush and floating toward cooling dirt. bare branched and 

the dizzy dance of snow. I have come to be with you  

etude chorus/ solo 

  {for Gerrit Lansing} 

tracking as it does what is 

soluble and forgotten 

Light      continuous  sing  rising 

bring into relief each fugitive grain each thought in 

or out of line whose dance carries me on or down 

this street as specific for this moment to me as 

to you who follow all those who paused on their stroll 

before you and hesitate in the moment of your  

bright wind until you catch me up as well 

and swirl me into depth. 

so it has been a distance I have followed as in a reach of days– an area between 

now and when which is laced or tinged with what had been now. which 

dances. which may indeed be the Dance moving movement perpetually 

between. 



 

 

and if I am not sure of my direction I do not sit but allow what courage I have 

left to wonder. I have heard a Voice I have been by some luck Placed for once 

in the right Place where all the moves all the turmoil came at last Home to 

where as the stories always say I had always been.  

each step of a life coming clear intruding in upon itself again and again until at 

last I was climbing up a set of stairs where I was invited in. 

 

   

each night now I try to face west. I sit I wait watching the trees turn to 

blackpatterns against the bluing sky. street lights intruding and the tick of a 

cricket or bat. radio. cars. old dreams. I face West to return 

and in the design you are in my dream – no casual reference or Messenger 

other than yourself. a present in the design whose Place I keep as a gift from 

an old friend whose thought remains and claims for itself the years it holds and 

would and does release them again to me who holds it on occasion– Mary 

Lou’s gift now long ago of a small Starship Enterprise Shuttle Craft arriving in 

the mail to cheer me at xmas it was supposed to plug into my xmas lights and 

would have had I had the right kind– and so laid dormant for a decade or more 

until I did whereupon on Xmas eve long no longer in need of cheer it did or I 

did and there from its dangling perch on Our tree it announced  –Shuttle Craft 

to Enterprise Shuttle Craft to Enterprise. Spock here. Merry Christmas. Live 

long and Prosper. and thus from the Stars of my tree and Time she returns 

each year to claim me again as she does even now as does the thought of you– 

here – in my design. 

the days delight and too arrange us who in their path for some time dwell. 

 

  

with restless birds then I was walking home alone in morning skies that 

marked the day with grace and light. 

gateless Love and artisanal passion carrying me along– a small bit of bark on a 

quick stream twirled left then right fern brushed and light-to-dark glancing 

plunge to float and back. grace notes of a dimension perpetually overlooked or 

mocked. I have come to be with you.  

  

 

   



 

to this you have come and to this the leading rending the approximate to 

dismay you have brought me in the bright tide and long drawn shoreline early 

morning and black silhouettes beneath suspended birds that hover above like 

a rhetoric proclaimed to be old fashioned.  

in light of this my steps seem messy behind me. quickly filling with water 

shoes muddy. thought too dismayed springing up before spring in this long 

disquiet I have called winter. so perhaps we come together. arrival a 

companion in thought who will quicken the heart and linger with us in the 

past until we spill out into the new where I have come to sing.  


